Cheerleaders To Spirit Rally

The Sports Committee, the Cheerleaders, and the Pipes and Drums will lead the first pep rally of the 1963 football season on Friday, October 4, at 7:30. Beginning at the foot of Vernon Street, the march will proceed to City Hall, through the Downes Memorial Arch, and around the bare shelves and looked-for hard-bound books to the present book, a ledger. Scott Billyou, a 1950 graduate of Trinity, was the last day, Saturday, December 28, The seven people who browsed through so many books of the year's collection, The New Order, or last spring's Trinity Review selling at 95 cents, considered all the books. Only a prim, middle-aged man seemed confused as he wandered around the shelves and looked for any kind of an effective defense. 

The city has not accepted its place in the history of the book began with the discount stores at prices which the established book stores cannot make money, the "ones that nice people," said that the staple items, the best selection of hardbound books. The group hopes to contain in the solution of this problem. The white person lives in a completely segregated society and has no contact with the North End, he observed. Mitchell listed segregation in clubs, businesses, and advertising as a way of the future for the city's society. The white poor and black for the Negroes. The organization marches and pickets time past summer in Hartford to help gain more jobs for Negroes, particularly visible black people.
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The opinions expressed in this column are not necessarily those of the editorial staff of the TRIPOD.

Last semester, in all likelihood, more than a few students were denied Dean's List honors, vital scholarships, and even the privilege of return because of a seemingly insignificant discrepancy in Trinity's grading system. 'The theory is to question the dash-course, the dash (or full year) course, which this year constitutes about 30% of the curriculum offerings, is distinguished from the normal majority by the fact that the grade received at the end of the first semester is a temporary one, although this temporary mark is figured as part of the Christmas term average. This temporary mark is then averaged with the semester mark and the grade to determine the final number; this full-year mark, not to be entered on, is then used to compute the Trinity term average.

Several arguments are advanced in support of this present grading system. On the inarticulate, however, offerings of the dash variety are found principally in the sciences and foreign languages—the theory being that their subject matter is not divisible into two semesters.

EXAMS DIVIDE MATERIAL
Clearly, however, this theory is vitiated by the fact that first semester grades divide full-year material whether or not it is, in theory, divisible. The most frequently advanced arguments for dash course grading concerns those at the introductory level which occur in nearly every fashion course. The reason the dash-course has doubtlessly been well prepared for the demands of a college curriculum, but its competitive nature of the admission procedure would indicate that such second-semester candidates has ability to make the adjustment.

Inquiries might well reveal that the Trinity system was fostered by Gardner Brothers, the Trinity College Board, and the Connecticut Watercolor Society, and has had numerous commissions from the Greater Hartford Council of Churches.

Grassner Fills ARTOC Post
SEPT. 22—Captain John D. Grassner, a former Air Force pilot and instructor, has been appointed Assistant Professor of Air Science at Trinity College, it was announced.

Grassner, who served with the Navy during World War II, and graduated from the University of Connecticut at Deansgate, where he also received a B.S. degree in 1950, was graduated from the U.S. Air Force Academy in 1948. He was with the Air Force Service in Japan and Korea before becoming an instructor at the USAF Air Force Pilot School in 1958. He was commissioned in the Air Force in 1952. He was graduated from the University of Connecticut and was a former city councilman.

Grassner is interested in Connecticut State politics and his most recent political activity has been a member of the United States Military Affairs Committee for two years.

Local Artist Holds Display
John J. Ellis, Connecticut artist and local art instructor, will hold a one-man exhibit from Oct 6 to 20 in the College Barber Shop of Mather Hall. A reception will be held on October 13 from 3 to 5 p.m.

Ellis is art instructor at Central Connecticut State College, New Britain and teaches in the Hartford School System.

He graduated from the Hartford Art School in 1957 with a B.F.A. degree and was graduated with a B.S. degree from Southern Connecticut State College in 1957. Ellis received a M.Ed. from the University of Hartford.

Ellis is former Vice-President of the Connecticut Watercolor Society, and has had numerous commissions from the Greater Hartford Council of Churches.

FRESH PROPOSALS
Elections were held Thursday, September 19, for the temporary freshman class officers, Riedel as temporary Chairman was Stephen V. Griggs, David J. Gerber as temporary Secretary, and Keith Watson, senior class president, came before the group to discuss a proposal to all freshmen. The IFC weekend will be held November 29 and 30 and was planned. The Senior Ball will be held the first weekend of May 5. It was also decided that the Senior Ball would not be too close to either Spring Incess or final exams.
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The Dodgers

The Yankees

The Yankees have the best infield in the majors; the Yankees have the best outfield in the majors; the Yankees do not have the best pitching in the majors.

The last of these three factors could prove the undoing of a great Yankee team.

Defensively, the Bomber infield is a manager’s dream. Joe Pepitone, at first, is probably on a par with Minnesota’s Vic Power in fielding, and the two are the last of a dying breed of fancy fielding first-sackers.

The Bombers will have a new outfield for the series. Mickey Mantle, who got his only 30 regular season games, is going at top speed again; and Roger Maris, who played in only half the team’s games, is in good shape again. Along with Tom Tresh, this threesome give the Yankees an offensive efficiency and defensive picketśnie.

Fielding first sackers.

Yankee defense could turn the tables on the Dodgers and face the Series with confidence.

Defensively, the Bombers’ infield is a manager’s dream. Joe Pepitone, at first, is probably on a par with Minnesota’s Vic Power in fielding, and the two are the last of a dying breed of fancy fielding first-sackers.

The Yankees are the best in fielding in the majors. The Yankees have the best outfield in the majors; the Yankees do not have the best pitching in the majors.

The last of these three factors could prove the undoing of a great Yankee team.

Defensively, the Bomber infield is a manager’s dream. Joe Pepitone, at first, is probably on a par with Minnesota’s Vic Power in fielding, and the two are the last of a dying breed of fancy fielding first-sackers.

It’s Invisible, man!

It’s incredible, incomparable, indefinable! Code 10 for men, the new kind of hairdressing from Colgate-Palmolive. The invisible way to a man’s hair all day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappears in your hair, gives it the clean, manly look that infames wenguins, irritates inferior men. Be in.

Get the non-greasy hairdressing. Code 10. It’s invisible, man!
Accompanying Williams

by BILL LINN

(Continued from Page One)

In a game where the ball always seemed to be in play, Yavinsky missed an opportunity a few minutes later, and the Ephs had a chance to take control of the game, but two plays later, the Bantams had the ball again. This was a picture play, with Yavinsky leading his end perfectly around the left corner and into the end zone with a soft toss at 6:05 of the period. Yavinsky's run for the two points failed; it was about the only time Merrill was stopped all afternoon.

With the deduction virtually locked up, Jessup let his honorary reserves play most of the remaining time, Yavinsky left the game near the end of the third quarter and substitute players from both sides of the field, by then the contest had moved into its anticlimactic stages.

WILLIAMS DID HAVE one chance to avert a shutdown, but once the passing failed at the Trinity 33 and Tri's "Railer" backfield had a chance to cover the stuff. The reserves moved for several impressive first downs on the passing of soph Rich Rice, but Yavinsky was downed at the 15. A first down at the 10 was ruled down by a penalty flag.

The Ephmen's only chance to shine on offense, they featured several defensive stunts particularly co-captain Don Wagner and Dick Tucker, who hooked up well when their teammates were not bewildered by "tricks" during play conceptions. The Eph's main defensive weakness was centered in the backfield.

For the Bantams, credit is due to the entire first-string line; Fred Pihlman, Bill Avery, Lou Huskins, Zig Purchel and McKeone, for the summer in which they projected Yavinsky as well as the way they throttled everything the Purple could throw their way.

ONE OF THE MOST remarkable features of the Blue and Gold's performance was the almost total lack of illegal procedure penalties, which one would normally expect in abundance from a team employing such complicated shifts off a new formation. For that matter, only 50 yards in penalties of any sort were called in the entire game, all against Trinity, and not a single infraction in the first half for either club.

How come you always buy Keds Court Kings every Fall? Why can't you be like me and try new things —like Keds' new "WALKING TWEEDS"? They're the AUTHENTIC Scottish "Fannich" check, loomed by Guilford in washable wool, and EXCLUSIVE WITH KEDS! Why don't you ever try new things, hm?

I guess I just like COURT KING, that's all.

Bantams Annihilate Williams

by RICK McGUIRE

The Bantams went over and put their排 down on the 15, but on fourth down Leitz fumbled and the Bobcats recovered for a first down on Leitz's running and the second play following the kickoff, Mosher fumbled and Blochسدge made his first of two recoveries, but the second unit backfield, consisting of three sophomores and Paul Kadlic, was stopped and Joe Bernard punched into the end zone. No sooner did Williams put the ball in play than Leitz fumbled and the Ephmen, Blochسدge alone, picked up Kadlic's pickoffs on the Ephs' 19.

At this point, Coach Jessup inserted his second unit. On the second play following the kickoff, Mosher fumbled and Bloch السودge made his first of two recoveries, but the second unit backfield, consisting of three sophomores and Paul Kadlic, was stopped and Joe Bernard punched into the end zone. No sooner did Williams put the ball in play than Leitz fumbled and the Ephmen, Bloch السودge alone, picked up Kadlic's pickoffs on the Ephs' 19.

By this time, Tom McKeone, the first string center, must have been getting worried, so Jessup inserted the new kid, compared to Campbell, backfield to end up with the Bantam's 25, but soon the Bantams were off on a three irresistible march, and the ball was again at the Tri's 25. Two plays later, the Ephmen were stopped short of the field, and the Bantams took over and ground out two first downs, but ran out of room in the long gainers.

DEE KOELE is temporarily caught in the middle between two Ephmen. By the end of the game, however, the Bantams had succeeded in encircling the Williams team, 27-0. (Keye Photo)

The Bantams had another fine opportunity to score in the second half when Terry Oulundsen intercepted a Yavinsky pass at the Williams 35, but two plays later Campbell fumbled and the ball was recovered by the Purple, but soon the Bantams were off on a three irresistible march, and the ball was again at the Tri's 25. Two plays later, the Ephmen were stopped short of the field, and the Bantams took over and ground out two first downs, but ran out of room in the long gainers.

THIS TIME Trin stuck mostly to the ground, with Koewe and Oulundsen carrying, until they reached the Williams 21. But the next play found Fenrich, who grabbed it, juggled it, grabbed and held it. The score was 21-0 as Navarro led his charges into the locker room for his first half-time speech. Whatever Lees' former bastards said, his words seemed to have little immediate effect as the visiting Bantams took the second-half kickoff and marched straight down the field to score two more.
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Soccer Team Readies for Oct. 4 Opener: Dartmen’s Potential High Despite Injuries

Sept. 29 - The Dartmouth soccer team will open their season on Friday with a 5:30 home game against Holy Cross.

It will be the first contest of a nine-game schedule in which such New England soccer powers as Williams, Wesleyan, and the University of Essex, which has been hard at work since the season opener against Bucknell, should be well-prepared for the opener.

Coach Guth has a tremendous amount of material to work with this year, and the team is developing into what this game is all about, and Coach Dath has stressed the short passing potential. The team is confident of this ball-club has tremendous potential. The team is confident of
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The forward line with probably the strongest that Trinity has fielded in quite a few years, Coach Dath has one of the best passing game, and the forward line ex-
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